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Abstract

In our dissertation the staggered grid approximation of the Stokes problem
on several special domains and with dierent boundary conditions is investigated, using nite dierence and box methods. (for nite element method see:
Girault-Raviart, 1986) We deal with methods where the discrete CrouzeixVelte decomposition (see: Stoyan-Strauber-Baran, 2004; or Subsection 1.2.)
exists: we prove the existence of this decomposition and show numerical
results to prove the eectiveness of these discretizations.

1.1

The Stokes problem

In our dissertation we consider at rst the following rst-kind Stokes problem
in a cartesian coordinate system:
−∆~u + grad p = f~, in Ω,
(1.1)

div ~u = 0, in Ω,

(1.2)

where Ω ⊂ IR , n = 2, 3 is a bounded, simply-connected open domain, with
Lipschitz  continuous boundary ∂Ω, and
~u(x) = (u1 (x), . . . , un (x))T , f~(x) = (f1 (x), . . . , fn (x))T ,
n

dened for x = (x1 , . . . , xn ) ∈ Ω. On the boundary, homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary conditions are imposed:

~u = 0, on ∂Ω.

(1.3)

The problem consists in nding a vector-function ~u(x) and a scalar function p(x) that satisfy the system of partial dierential equations above. The
function ~u is the velocity of uid and p is the (kinematic) pressure. For a
constant also appearing in the rst equation, the kinematic viscosity, we have
chosen the value 1. Finally, f describes accelerations caused by an external
force eld, and the boundary conditions mean that the walls are impermeable
and at rest.
A unique weak solution ~u ∈ V and p ∈ P exists when, for example,
f~ ∈ (L2 (Ω))n , (see, e.g.,Varnhorn,1994), where P := L2,0 (Ω) is the subspace
of L2 (Ω) of square integrable functions with zero integral over Ω , with the
Hilbert space
Z
L2 (Ω) = {φ|(φ, φ) < ∞} , (φ, ψ) =
φψdΩ
Ω
n
1
and where V := (H0 (Ω)) is the well-known Sobolev space, with generalized
derivatives in (L2 (Ω))n and with zero boundary values in the sense of traces

on the boundary ∂Ω.
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1.2

The CrouzeixVelte decomposition

For an n > 2, let (·, ·) denote the Euclidean scalar product in IRn , moreover,
let A, B, C ∈ IRn×n be matrices satisfying

A = B + C,
A = AT > 0,
B = B T ≥ 0 , C = C T ≥ 0,
δ := dim ker B ≥ 1 , ρ := dim ker C ≥ 1.

(1.4)
(1.5)
(1.6)
(1.7)

Then, with a suitable subspace W ⊂ IRn (which may turn out to be empty)
and with orthogonality to be understood in the sense of the scalar product
(A·, ·), the following orthogonal decomposition of IRn can be derived:

IRn = ker B ⊕ ker C ⊕ W.

(1.8)

This decomposition is called the algebraic CrouzeixVelte decomposition
of IRn . (The denition of the analytical CrouzeixVelte decomposition is
described in the dissertation.)
For the eigenvalues λi of the generalized eigenvalue problem

λAx = Bx

(1.9)

λi ∈ [0, 1] for all i

(1.10)

we have

and also using the eigenvectors x(i) , the subspaces in (1.8) can be characterized as follows:

ker B = span(x(i) , λi = 0),
ker C = span(x(i) , λi = 1),
W = span(x(i) , λi ∈ (0, 1)).
We can use the following correspondences connected with the matrices in
(1.4):
A ∼ −∆, B ∼ − grad div, C ∼ curl rot,
where ∆ is the (vector) Laplace operator and where the sign ∼ expresses
only an analogy between a dierential operator and a matrix, and is not
necessarily a (good) approximation. In this sense (1.4) corresponds to the
well known identity
−∆ = − grad div + curl rot
(1.11)
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of vector analysis.
The algebraic CrouzeixVelte decomposition is proper in case dim W =
n − δ − ρ > 0.
In the discrete case, the velocity space (which approximates (H 1 (Ω))n or
~h , the pressure space will be
a subspace of the latter) will be denoted by V
denoted by Ph , and divh and roth will be written for the discrete equivalents
of the divergence and rotation operator, ∆h will denote the discrete Laplace
operator. The matrix corresponding to the mapping − divh from the velocity
space into the pressure space is denoted by B̃h and we introduce the following
notations: C̃h for the matrix of the operator roth and Ah for the matrix of
the operator −∆h . If Ah , B̃h , C̃h matrices satisfy the following:

Ah = Bh + Ch ,
Ah = ATh > 0,

(1.12)

where Bh = B̃hT B̃h and Ch = C̃hT C̃h and ker B̃h 6= ∅ and ker C̃h 6= ∅, then a
discrete Crouzeix-Velte decomposition exists and (1.8) takes the form

Vh = ker divh ⊕ ker roth ⊕W = Vh,0 ⊕ Vh,1 ⊕ Vh,β .
Ph is decomposed similarly into three orthogonal subspaces:
Ph = ker gradh ⊕ divh ker roth ⊕ divh Vh,β = Ph,0 ⊕ Ph,1 ⊕ Ph,β .
After discretization by the nite element or nite dierence methods, the
Stokes problem takes the following form:
   

f
Ah B̃hT
u
=
.
(1.13)
p
0
B̃h 0
With these matrices (1.9) corresponds to

λh Ah xh = Bh xh ,
which is transformed by ph := B̃h xh into

λh p h = Sh p h ,
where Sh is the discrete Schur complement operator of the Stokes problem,
T
Sh := B̃h A−1
h B̃h . If the discrete Crouzeix-Velte decomposition exists then
λh ∈ [0, 1].
In our dissertation we deal with approximations of the Stokes problem on
several domains, where the discrete Crouzeix-Velte decomposition exists. In
3

this case in the spectrum of the discrete Schur complement operator, there
is an eigenvalue 1 of high multiplicity (of the order of inner grid points).
Then, the error components lying in the eigensubspace corresponding to this
eigenvalue can be removed by one step of a simple damped Jacobi iteration
or Uzawa-algorithm. The remaining error lies in an eigensubspace of much
smaller dimension connected only with boundary eects. Moreover, the conjugate gradient iteration automatically takes advantage of such a spectrum
and converges faster than for discrete spaces without a decomposition: as it
is proved by the numerical results.
In our dissertation the following methods are used: nite dierence and
box methods for approximation of Stokes-problem, and Uzawa-algorithm (as
outer iteration) in the numerical experiments, moreover the conjugate gradient method (as inner iteration) with an eective preconditioning matrix
and FFT algorithm and alternatively multigrid method solving the discrete
Poisson equations.
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Results

2.1

First order staggered grid approximation on nonequidistant rectangular grids

First we consider the well-known staggered-grid approximation where Ω is a
rectangle subdivided by a non-equidistant grid into (n − 1)(m − 1) rectangular cells. The boundary conditions are homogeneous Dirichlet boundary
conditions.
For pressure vectors ph and velocity vectors ~uh = (uh , vh )T suitable discrete scalar products and the corresponding norms are introduced. Using
these scalar products and norms the following Theorem is proved, with the
notations Ah , B̃h , C̃h for the matrices of the operators −∆h , − divh ill roth :
Theorem 1

(Ah~uh , ~uh )0,h = kB̃h~uh k20,h + kC̃h~uh k20,h̃

(2.1)

~h if and only if
holds for all vectors ~uh := (uh , vh )T ∈ V
h1,i+1/2 =

h1,i−1/2 + h1,i+3/2
2

and

4

h2,j+1/2 =

h2,j−1/2 + h2,j+3/2
. •
2

Remark 1.

It is proved that dim(Vh0 ) = (n−2)2 , dim(Vh1 ) = (n−3)2 and dim(Vh,β ) =
4n − 9, where n denotes the number of grid points (including corner points)
along a side of the square. •
Remark 2.

We prove that Ah is symmetric in the sense of the scalar product (~uh , ~vh )0,h
above, and the following equation holds:
(2.2)

DA Ah = B̃hT DB B̃h + C̃hT DC C̃h ,

where DA , DB , DC are diagonal matrices corresponding to the adequate norms.
That is
DA Ah =: Âh = Bh + Ch ,
(2.3)
1/2

where Bh = B̂ T B̂ és Ch = Ĉ T Ĉ with the notations: B̂ = DB B̃h , Ĉ =
1/2
DC C̃h . •
Remark 3.

We prove that DA Ah = Âh matrix is positive denite, that is Âh >
0. Together with remark 1 and 2, it means that a proper CrouzeixVelte
decomposition of the velocity and the pressure space into three nontrivial
parts exists, if n > 3 •

2.2

First order staggered grid approximation based on
the nite volume (box) method on non-equidistant
rectangular grids

Then we apply nite volume method on the staggered grid, where Ω is also
a rectangle subdivided by a non-equidistant grid into (n − 1)(m − 1) rectangular cells. The boundary conditions are homogeneous Dirichlet boundary
conditions.
We prove that using this approximation, the discrete CrouzeixVelte decomposition exists, if n > 3, without any restriction of grid spacing.
Remark

The results above (using either nite dierence or nite volume methods)
hold if Ω is a union of rectangles such that all the boundary lines of the
dierent rectangles t on the same global grid with grid spacing h1 and h2 .
•
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2.3

Numericul results

We show with numerical experiments - using the staggered grid approximation based on the nite volume method - that both the Uzawa-type and the
conjugate gradient-type methods are faster on such grids which are condensing in the center and coarser near the boundary of the domain. In the case
of Uzawa-type methods we determine the optimal non-equidistant grid.

2.4

Second order staggered grid approximation based
on the nite dierence method on equidistant rectangular grids

Then we apply second order nite dierence method on the staggered grid,
where Ω is a unit square subdivided by an equidistant grid. The boundary
conditions are homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions. After dening
the suitable approximations, discrete scalar products and the corresponding
norms, the following Theorem is proved:
Theorem

For the second order staggered grid approximation,

(Ah~uh , ~uh )0,h − kB̃h~uh k20,h − kC̃h~uh k20,h =
= −

n−1
X

2(u2i,1 + u2i,n−1 ) −

i=2

n−1
X

(2.4)

j=2

where Ah := −∆h , B̃h := −divh and C̃h := roth .
Remark

2
2
2(v1,j
+ vn−1,j
),

•

We introduce the notation Ãh , where

(Ãh~uh , ~uh )0,h = (Ah~uh , ~uh )0,h +

n−1
X

2(u2i,1 + u2i,n−1 ) +

i=2

n−1
X

2
2
2(v1,j
+ vn−1,j
).

j=2

Ãh is a symmetric positive denite matrix in the sense of the corresponding
scalar product, together with Ah . Since dim(Vh0 ) = (n − 2)2 , dim(Vh1 ) =
(n − 3)2 and dim(Vh,β ) = 4n − 9, a proper CrouzeixVelte decomposition
exists in this case as well, for n > 3. In this case the algebraic decomposition
exists not for the matrix Ah ,but for Ãh , hence Ãh can be advantageous as a
preconditional matrix solving Ah~uh = bh . •

2.5

Finite dierence approximation in the case of nonstandard boundary conditions

We investigate the nite dierence approximation of the Stokes problem on
the staggered grid with the following non-standard boundary conditions:
6

u1,j = un,j = vi,1 = vi,n = 0,

(2.5)

1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1 esetén, és
(roth ~uh )0,j = (roth ~uh )n−1,j = (roth ~uh )i,1 = (roth ~uh )i,n = 0,

(2.6)

0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, 2 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, where roth is dened as usual. (This boundary
condition satises the Lopatinski-condition.)
We show that a proper discrete CrouzeixVelte decomposition exists in
the case of this boundary condition as well, using either rst or second order
approximation. •

2.6

Finite dierence approximation in the case of periodical boundary conditions

As we show in this point, the results on the existence of an analytical
Crouzeix-Velte decomposition for the Stokes problem along with Dirichlet
and periodical boundary conditions carry over to the discrete case for the
staggered grid approximation.
We apply rst order nite dierence approximation on the staggered grid,
where Ω is a unit square subdivided by an equidistant grid. Periodical boundary conditions are assumed on the left and right sides of the unit square:

u1,j = un−1,j , u2,j = un,j ,
v1,j = vn−1,j , v2,j = vn,j ,

0 ≤ j ≤ n,
1 ≤ j ≤ n.

(2.7)

On the upper and lower sides of the unit square we prescribe homogeneous
Dirichlet conditions:

1 ≤ i ≤ n,
1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1,

ui,0 = ui,n = 0,
vi,1 = vi,n = 0,

where ui,0 , ui,n are values on two additional grid lines, which the grid has
been supplemented with. We prove that a proper discrete CrouzeixVelte
decomposition exists in this case as well. •
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2.7

Approximation on a nonequidistant grid in 3D with
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions

Then the well-known dierence approximation on a staggered grid is considered in 3D case. In our case Ω is a rectangular parallelepipedon subdivided
by a rectangular grid into (n − 1)(m − 1)(l − 1) cells of volume h1 h2 h3 each,
h1 := 1/(n − 1), h2 := 1/(m − 1), h3 := 1/(l − 1). We assume n, m, l ≥ 3.
First we assume homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions:

u1,j,k = un,j,k = vi,1,k = vi,m,k = wi,j,1 = wi,j,l = 0,
where ~uh := (uh , vh , wh )T is the velocity vector and 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, 1 ≤ j ≤
m − 1, 1 ≤ k ≤ l − 1.
We prove the existence of the discrete CrouzeixVelte decomposition. •

2.8

Approximation on an equidistant grid in 3D with
periodical boundary conditions

Then we consider the rst order staggered grid approximation on an equidistant, cubic grid. On the front-back sides and on the north-south sides of the
cube we prescribe homogeneous Dirichlet conditions, and periodical boundary conditions are assumed on the east-west sides. We prove the existence
of the discrete CrouzeixVelte decomposition in this case as well. •

2.9

The Stokes problem in polar coordinates for the disk
domain

Finally let Ω be the unit disk

Ω = {(r, ϕ)|0 ≤ r < 1, 0 ≤ ϕ < 2π} ,
and consider the following Stokes problem:

u
2 ∂v
∂p
− 2
−
= f1 ,
2
r
r ∂ϕ ∂r
v
2 ∂u 1 ∂p
∆rϕ v − 2 + 2
−
= f2 ,
r
r ∂ϕ r ∂ϕ


1 ∂
∂v
div ~u =
(ru) +
= 0,
r ∂r
∂ϕ
∆rϕ u −

where (u, v) = ~u and (f1 , f2 ) = f~ and


1 ∂
∂
1 ∂2
∆rϕ =
r
+ 2 2.
r ∂r
∂r
r ∂ϕ
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(2.8)
(2.9)
(2.10)

On the boundary, homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions are imposed:

~u = 0, on ∂Ω.

(2.11)

The problem consists in nding a vector-function ~u(x) and a scalar function p(x) that satisfy the system of partial dierential equations above. In
our dissertation we consider a suitable second order nite dierence approximation and introduce the corresponding discrete scalar products and norms.
The following Theorem - similarly to (2.1) - is proved:
Theorem

(2.12)

(Ãh~uh , ~uh )0,h = kB̃h~uh k20,r,h + kC̃h~uh k20,r,h

~h , where B̃h corresponds to the
holds for all vectors ~uh := (uh , vh )T ∈ V
negative divergence operator, C̃h corresponds to the rotation operator and Ãh
corresponds to the negative Laplace operator, which is in polar coordinates:

∂v 
∆rϕ u − ru2 − r22 ∂ϕ
∆~u =
. •
(2.13)
∂u
∆rϕ v − rv2 + r22 ∂ϕ
Remark From the Theorem above we obtain that Ãh can be written in
the following form:

(2.14)

DÃ Ãh =: Ah = Bh + Ch ,
1/2

1/2

where Bh = B̂hT B̂h , Ch = ĈhT Ĉh and B̂h = DB̃ B̃h , Ĉh = DC̃ C̃h and where
DÃ , DB̃ , DC̃ are diagonal matrices corresponding to the adequate scalar
products. •

2.10
2.10.1

Numerical results for approximation on the unit
disk
Uzawa-algorithm

Using the notations (2.14) our problem consists in nding the solution of the
following algebraic system:

Ah~uh + B̂hT ph = f~h ,
B̂h~uh = gh .
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(2.15)
(2.16)

We use the Uzawa-algorithm to solve (2.15), (2.16):
(0)

ph

(i+1)
ph
(i)
~uh

:= 0,
(i)

(i)

:= ph + ω(B̂h~uh − gh )
(i)
:= A−1 (f~h − B̂ T p )
h

h

(2.17)

h

i = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
Since the discrete Crouzeix-Velte decomposition exists, using the Uzawaalgorithm we can reach the third Crouzeix-Velte subspace after 1 step (with
ω = 1). In this subspace the spectrum of the Schur complement is closer, and
the algorithm shows eective convergence. The optimal iteration parameter
is also calculated using the smallest and the largest of the eigenvalues dierent
from 0 and 1 of the discrete Schur complement. The numerical results show
that the discretization obeying a discrete CrouzeixVelte decomposition leads
to eectively solvable systems of algebraic equations. The average number of
the iterations using the Uzawa algorithm is 3-5, and the speed of convergence
is growing together with the renement of the grid.
2.10.2

Fourier transformation and conjugate gradient method

Instead of the calculation of A−1
h in (2.17) in the rst case the fast Fourier
transformation is used in combination with the preconditioned conjugate gradient method. In the numerical experiments several preconditioning matrices
are investigated: the number of inner iterations needed to reach the stopping
criterion of the conjugate gradient method, using the best preconditioning
matrix, is only 4-5, and the speed of convergence is growing together with
the renement of the grid.
2.10.3

Multigrid method

In the second case the multigrid method is used to calculate A−1
h . We describe the restriction operator and optimize the prolongation operator with
numerical experiments. We compare several pre- and post-smoothing iterations. The optimal iteration parameter of the damped Jacobi iteration - as
smoothing iteration - is also calculated. The results show that the GaussSeidel iteration combined with block Gauss-Seidel iteration - as smoothing
iteration - is the most eective: the multigrid method using this iteration
is on average 5-8 times faster than using the Gauss-Seidel iteration and this
advantage is growing with the renement of the grid. The less eective
smoothing iteration is the Jacobi iteration, it results on average three times
slower convergence than the Gauss-Seidel iteration.
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